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What advice would you
give your

great-grandchildren?

My dearest great-grandchildren:

Long ago, in 1989, in a classic time-travel movie called “Bill

& Ted’s Excellent Adventure,” the lead characters, played by

Keanu Reaves and Alex Winter, offered this advice:

“Be excellent to each other.”

I offer the same advice to you today.

The first of you will be born when I reach the age of around

90, if I am fortunate to live that long. Most, if not all, of you will

see the advent of the 22nd century. Dramatic change will occur in

your lives, as it has in mine.

I hope you never see a delusional, tantrum-throwing,

reality-denying, swaggering but self-pitying president like
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Donald Trump, or you never experience a pandemic, like the

COVID-19 pandemic, which has destroyed lives, toughened the

character of survivors, and introduced new words and phrases

into our vocabulary, such as “self-isolating” and “social

distancing.”

Always remember that you are absolutely unique. Just like

everyone else. Anthropologist Margaret Mead said that.

I’d like to tell you what has worked for me. Each of you can

determine whether it might work for you.

I was born with some great genes, many of which will be

passed on to you, meaning you will likely be a high achiever.

Here are five pieces of advice.

(1) GO THROUGH AT LEAST THE 16TH GRADE

An education liberates you. It gives you employment

opportunities that would not otherwise be available. Today, a

typical college graduate earns, on average, almost one million

dollars more than the typical high school graduate over their

working life. Having money gives you choices in life that you

might never have. It is said that money is not everything, but it’s

way ahead of whatever’s in second place.

A college graduate is more likely to have health insurance

provided by their employer. Perhaps consequently, your life

expectancy increases with your education.
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But an education gives you much more than better health,

financial security, and a challenging job. It gives you knowledge

of philosophy and geography and history and science. You learn

about human evolution, different cultures and societies, and

other languages spoken in the world. It opens your mind to ideas

which you might otherwise never have considered.

It exposes you to universally perplexing, and perhaps

unanswerable questions: Is there a God? Where did we come

from? What is life’s meaning? How did we evolve and what is

humankind’s ultimate destiny?

And very importantly, it gives you opportunities to meet

like-minded people, one of whom might become your life’s

companion.

(2) BE CAUTIOUS WITH ALCOHOL (AND STAY AWAY FROM

DRUGS)

My mother, your great-great-grandmother, was a brilliant

woman, who lived a short life, dying at 43 from cirrhosis that

was brought about from drinking. A year before she died, she

wrote a letter to my half-brothers, Marshall (then 12) and Tim

(then 11), containing advice from a mother who knew her days

were numbered. She wrote:

“There are so many, many things I have wished to impart to

you children, but time is at a premium. How to appreciate the

Sunrise & the Sunset. All the beauties of Nature which are your
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natural heritage. The finer things of life — i.e. Music, Literature

and the great classics. Read — Read — Read. Shakespeare

Ivanhoe — Hemingway H.B. Shaw — Steinbeck the great

authors. Always respect your elders. It took them years to get

that way. Be kind to other people who are less fortunate than you

are. Tolerance is so important in every walk of life. This, my

dears is all I can leave you. My legacy. Please make your life

worthwhile. So you may make your mark on earth. Love Mom.”

This woman made so many mistakes in life, but she was my

mother, and without her, I, and you, would not be here.

(3) FIND A MATE WITH WHOM YOU CAN SHARE YOUR LIFE

I was fortunate to have met a lady—during my 16th year of

education—whom I married, loved, and lived with for over a half

century. She was so gifted—you know that because you have

many of her genes—and she made my life a joyful one. She was a

wonderful companion and a superb conversationalist. We could

talk for hours, sharing ideas that interested us both.

Since she left this world, I have attempted to find someone

new, a lady to be my companion for the rest of my life. Perhaps

she’s out there, but she, like Mary, is unique, and the way we

would share our lives would not be in a way either of us has

shared life with any previous companion.

My dear friend Susie Wilson, with whom I spent considerable

time after Mary passed, claimed repeatedly that I wanted a
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replacement for Mary. She was wrong. I, and any lady I meet,

must be prepared to say, accept, and believe, “I have never

known anyone like you.”

(4) SEE THE WORLD, LOTS OF IT

Mary and I visited more than 50 countries and she was facile

in several languages. Before we met, she had spent six months in

Argentina, and I had traveled in Europe for two months as a

student and had been on Army duty in Germany for over a year.

We both were adventurous, curious, and interested in travel.

In the early part of our marriage, we lived in Europe, traveling

extensively while there, and then for perhaps fifteen years, did

only domestic travel. Then, starting in 1995, the year David

turned 15, we chose to resume traveling by air. I recall watching

an airline commercial around that time in which a voice

repeated, “Some Day, some day …”, suggesting that many of us

keep deferring life-enriching travel decisions.

Well, for us, that “some day” arrived about that time and it

never stopped.

(5) MAKE DARING CHOICES

In life, opportunities will arise, but to realize them, bold

choices may need to be made. Be bold! You might have a chance

to sample life in a distant location in the U.S. or elsewhere in the

world. Do it! Or an investment opportunity might arise. Consider

it carefully and thoroughly and act!
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Branch Rickey said, “Luck is the residue of design.” But Luck

never comes to those who sit still. If you plan carefully, and then

act, you bring about not just exciting, but prosperous and

enriching opportunities.

I have made some bold decisions in my life: I went to Europe

when I was 21 (as opposed to buying a Corvette), I married a

marvelous woman, we moved out of Los Angeles (to

Sacramento) to get away from the smog, I accepted a job outside

London, and we chose to leave Europe and return to Southern

California. All were bold moves, and all were taken before I was

half my current age.

IN CONCLUSION …

Love life, love others, be kind, find a companion. However,

no matter how carefully you may plan, you may be dealt

unexpected and harsh blows that might stop you in your tracks.

May yours only slow you down.

(signed) Your loving great-grandfather, Larry (born 1940 …)
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February 1989: “Be excellent to each other”; then “Party on,

dudes”
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Margaret Mead’s famous quote
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August 1963: Letter of advice from Mom to Marshall and Tim
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August 1963: Transcription of Mom’s letter


